Identiv is a global provider of physical security and secure identification.

We secure access to the connected physical world: from perimeter to desktop access, and from the world of physical things to the Internet of Everything.
Physical Access Control
Performance and security meets innovation and aesthetics. Between our Hirsch, Freedom, Liberty, and ICPAM product lines, and with over 36 years of experience, we’ve got SMB, enterprise, and government access handled.

Smart Card Readers
If it's contact, contactless, mobile, or terminal technology for a digital identity, transaction, or converged access solution, it’s here. From e-health to e-government, we work with over 400 distribution partners worldwide.

Credentials
Need single-technology, multi-technology, or credentials with a contact chip? We cover converged access, payments, and brand protection, and provide a Cards Service Bureau for centralized issuance and personalization.

RFID, NFC, and Inlays
Innovative research, design, and manufacturing, Identiv’s transponder portfolio brings smart identities and security to the IoT through a huge selection of form factors and endless customization options.

Video and Data Analytics
Our video intelligence solutions provide a single platform for real-time security and customer insights, protecting employees, customers, and assets, all while improving the customer experience.

Mobile Security
Providing strong security for enterprise and personal mobility, our software solutions support bring-your-own-device and two-factor authentication on mobile devices via CAC, PIV, or derived credentials.

Telephone Entry Systems
The full range of our intelligent, integrated, comprehensive telephone entry and visitor management solutions are ideal for every type of residential and mixed-use property, including apartments, condominiums, and office buildings.